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WINDOW FILM

Energy Efficiency with
Comfort and Beauty

CPFilms Inc., America's pioneer
creator of window films, offersyou
a wide selection of professionally
installed films that increase com-
fort, cut energy requirements,
beautify windows, reduce fading
and glare and improve safety.
Architects, designers, builders and
building managers depend on
LLumar@for simple and cost-
effectivesolutions to a whole
assortment of window problems.

Provides Comfort
LLumar@window films make

any room or officespace more
enjoyable any time of the year.

LLumar@films make you or your
employeesmore comfortable and
more productive because LLumar@
helps correct temperature imbal-
ances between the building's sunny
and shaded areas. Your
occupants are happier because
LLumar@window films help to
eliminate hot, uncomfortable office
areas and makes windows the
assets your architect intended
them to be.

Saves Energy
LLumar@films that reject up to

80%of the sun's heat can make a
significant difference in your
energy costs.

The popular myth is that the
winter sun streaming through clear
glass provides "free"solar heat.

Quite the opposite is true.
During the winter day, the sun will
warm some windows (perhaps even
make them hot) on one side of the
building. But during the night,
clear glass will lose more heat than
it gained. And the loss is through
every window in the building!

Protects Furnishings
LLumar@reflects the sun's heat

and absorbs almost all (99%)ofthe
incident ultraviolet rays. Your
furniture, draperies, and carpet
fade less and last longer.

While house plants are not
harmed by the screening action of
LLumar@,ultraviolet radiation is
reduced to the point where furnish-
ings are much less likely to fade.
Yousave on energy costs plus you
save the cost of replacing carpet,
upholstery...even paint.

If heat, energy costs, glare,

fading and window appearances
are problems.. .LLumar@is clearly
the answer.

Beautifies Windows
LLumar@makes windows work.

From the inside, a pleasant, glare
and distortion-free view.From the
outside, the uniform appearance of
LLumar@complements the
building's design, increases privacy
and eliminates visual clutter that
developswhen occupants "personal-
ize" their windowswith a variety of
coverings, plants and bric-a-brac.

Professionally installed,
LLumar@with invisible adhesive
clings to the natural porosity of the
glass and forms a permanent,
waterproof seal. Yourwindows are
more attractive, more functional
and less likely to shatter.

LLumar@"CDF"adhesive
system is clear and distortion free.
This adhesive system eliminates all
the problems associated with
pressure sensitive adhesive sys-
tems.

LLumar@has proved to be much
more effective,efficient and afford-
able than tinted glass. For maxi-
mum savings, many architects are
specifyingthe installation of clear
glass with LLumar@to be added
after the building's glazing has
been installed.



Improves Safety
Ordinary glass will break and

splinter. And it is splintering that
creates the greatest likelihood of
injury. LLumar@helps hold broken
glass and reduces splintering.

CPFilms Inc. also has a full line
of security films available under
the LLumar Magnum@brand
name.

Easy to Maintain
LLumar@window films have a

tough, durable coating which gives
the surface excellent scratch
resistance and assures carefree
maintenance with most conven-

tional methods of window cleaning.

Reduces Glare
Drawn drapes or closedblinds

create a suffocating psychological
atmosphere and increase the need
for artificial light (which gives off
even more heat and increases your
energy costs).

Nowyou don't have to give up
the view or the feeling of freedom
you get from attractive windows,
because LLumar@cuts the glare
and leaves the light.

Make work areas more comfort-
able by lessening eye strain in
areas with computers.

Utilize more of the space near
the windows, too.

Warranty
All LLumar@films installed by

authorized dealers in accordance

with factory procedures, carry a
manufacturer's warranty for film
and labor. Your LLumar@dealer

can provide you with technical
information and warranty details.

Installation
LLumar@window films are

installed as a retrofit product
directly to the interior side of the
glass. Installation of LLumar@film
causes minimal disruption to
interior activities and many times
can be accomplishedduring off
hours.

CPFilms Inc. is pleased to have strict quality systems and has been ISO 9001 certified (CertificateNumber FM 35957).
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